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Inhibition in Recall from Cueing with Recall Targets1
HENRY L. ROED1GER III
Yale University

After presentation of categorized lists subjects were given category names to serve as
retrieval cues and, in some cases, words from the original list as well. The primary finding
was inhibition in recall of additional category instances when both category names and items
were presented as compared to recall cued only by category names. These results were interpreted as incompatible with interitem associative theories but consistent with hierarchical
theories. Presenting item cues was proposed to increment the strengths of these items to a
superordinate control element and consequently decrease accessibility of other items. A
secondary finding of output interference between successively recalled categories was
attributed to decreasing accessibility of information not successfully integrated into
higher-order units.

One o f the most effective methods o f
improving m e m o r y for a series o f briefly
experienced episodes--rivaled only by imagery
instructions and mnemonic devices--is the
presentation of retrieval cues at the time of
recall (Tulving & Pearlstone, 1966; Tulving &
Osler, 1968). Tulving and Pearlstone (1966)
presented subjects with word lists comprising
instances from c o m m o n conceptual categories
(for example, vegetables, sports, musical
instruments) with words from the same category blocked together and preceded by the
category name. After presentation of each list
some subjects were asked simply to recall as
many o f the instances they could in any order
(free recall) while other subjects were given the
category names as retrieval cues and were asked
to recall as m a n y instances as possible from

each category. The results indicated that the
subjects receiving the category names as
retrieval cues remembered m a n y more category instances than subjects who received no
cues. The effect of retrieval cues was shown to
be on recall from additional categories (where
category recall is indicated by the recall o f at
least one item from a category; Cohen, 1963)
rather than on the number o f instances
recalled from the categories. Besides indicating
that there is more information available in the
m e m o r y store than is accessible on a typical
free recall trial, Tulving and Pearlstone (1966)
argued that the presentation o f words in
categorized lists "apparently determined the
arrangement o f words in the storage and their
retrieval" for subjects in the experiment
(page 390).
Slamecka (1968) reasoned that if items are
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higher-order units (Tulving, 1964) or through
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indicated that, over, a wide variation in range
of the proportion of the list presented as
retrieval cues, there was no facilitating effect of
these part-list retrieval cues on the recall of
additional items from the list as compared to
the recall of these same items under noncued
conditions. In fact, it appeared that the partlist retrieval cues had a slight but consistent
inhibiting effect on the recall of the additional
words. In one experiment Slamecka (1968,
Experiment IV) used categorized lists, as did
Tulving and Pearlstone (1966), and varied
proportion of cue items from the list, but
again the presentation of item retrieval cues
seemed to impair rather than facilitate recall
of the remaining items.
One of the major challenges in the study of
memory is thus to determine the conditions
under which retrieval cues 2 benefit and impair
recall, and to provide a theoretical account
for this state of affairs. As a first step in this
direction a two-factor hypothesis for the
effectiveness of retrieval cues will be proposed
and tested. The two factors are that (a) retrieval
cues which allow access to more higher order
units than a subject could recall without the
aid of cues will lead to benefits in cued over
noncued (free) recall, but (b) when more
retrieval cues than are needed to produce
access to higher-order units are provided (for
example, other instances from the higherorder unit) recall of items from the higherorder unit will be impaired.
The idea that retrieval cues will benefit
recall only when they tap otherwise inaccessible higher-order units is not new and there is
considerable evidence to support it. Several
studies have shown that when subjects are
presented with lists containing more categories
than they could recall without cueing, either
2 The term "retrieval cue" is used in the present
context to include presentation of material at retrieval
intended to affect recall in a positive manner, whether
or not the operation actually succeeded. Tulving and
Pearlstone (1966) used the term with reference only to
situations in which presented material actually conferred benefits on recall.
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category name or item cues enhance recall
over that obtained under noncued conditions
(Tulving & Pearlstone, 1966; Wood, 1969;
Hudson & Austin, 1970; Lewis, 1971; Luek,
McLaughlin, & Cicala, 1971; Kintsch &
Kalk, 1972; Slamecka, 1972). In Slamecka's
earlier experiment (1968, Experiment IV),
in which subjects were presented with instances
from only five categories, there probably was
no positive cueing effect because subjects
under noncued conditions had essentially perfect recall of categories (4.88). Since these
studies give a consistent picture, the focus of
the present research is on the second factor-the process by which cueing inhibits recall.
If presentation of items as retrieval cues
precipitates a process which in some ways
simulates noncued retrieval, cue-produced
inhibition may not be unlike output interference (Tulving & Arbuckle, 1963), the
deleterious effects of earlier upon later recall.
However, Tulving and Arbuckle (1963) have
argued from paired-associate experiments
that output interference only affects recall of
information presented very recently (primary
memory). However, more recent experiments
by Smith (1971 ; Smith, D'Agostino, & Reid,
1970) and Dong (1972) indicated that there is
output interference in secondary or long term
memory as well. Thus, it is argued that the
effect of presenting part-list retrieval cues to the
subject is the same as his own retrieval of items
early in the output sequence; that is, recall of
later items is impaired.
A direct test of the reasoning outlined
above is to present subjects with varying
numbers of category instances to observe the
effect of this cueing procedure on the proportion of additional items recalled. A systematic
decrease in the proportion of additional items
recalled with the number of item cues is
predicted. It should be noted that this prediction is diametrically opposed to the predictions of any theory postulating direct interitem associations (for example, Deese, 1959;
Anderson, 1972). If items are considered
interlinked in memory, increasing the number
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o f items presented as retrieval cues should
increase the proportion o f additional items
recalled (see Slamecka, 1972). Examination
o f experiments by Slamecka (1968, Experiment IV; 1972) indicate some support for the
prediction that proportion o f additional items
recalled from a category decreases with the
n u m b e r of instances presented as cues. The
present experiments are a further test of this
prediction.
The basic procedure here was to present
subjects with rather long categorized lists with
instances blocked as to category and with each
category preceded by its category name. After
presentation of the list subjects received
sheets with columns giving category names
and, in some conditions, varying numbers of
category instances, at the top of the columns.
Subjects proceeded t h r o u g h the columns in a
specified order recalling as m a n y items as
possible from each category.
In one experiment involving this basic
procedure half the subjects were cued only
with category names while the other half were
cued with both the category names and varying
numbers of items. Subjects recalling under
conditions o f both category names and item
cues performed more poorly than subjects cued
with only category names; however, there was
no tendency for increasingly poorer recall to
be associated with greater numbers of item
cues, as predicted. Evidence from internal
analyses indicated a fortuitous confounding
such that the particular categories assigned to
high cue conditions for subjects receiving item
cues in addition to category names were, on
the average, easier to remember than categories
assigned to low cue conditions, even t h o u g h
the assignment had been random. Thus, if
more easily memorable categories tended to
appear in the conditions with the greatest
n u m b e r of instance cues, the relative independence of recall and degree o f cueing in this
experiment could be hiding a functional
inhibition of recall. A second experiment,
reported here, was designed to counterbalance
the various cueing density conditions against

particular categories to eliminate the possibility o f any such confounding. Complete
results of the first experiment are presented in
Roediger (1973). One further result from this
experiment concerned with output interference
between categories will be discussed in connection with similar results from the second
experiment.
METHOD
Subjects. Forty-eight subjects, ranging in age from
13 to 36, were recruited from a pool of persons who had
responded to signs in various New Haven locations
advertising pay for performance in psychology experiments. The subjects were primarily college undergraduate or graduate students, but also included high
school students, teachers, and outpatients at the Yale
Psychiatric Institute, among others. There were 25
females and 23 males.
Design. Categorized word lists consisting of category
names (such as fish) and words representing instances
of the categories (such as swordfish, tuna) were
presented to subjects for a single trial. Each list consisted of 88 words representing 16 categories.
There were two nonorthogonal independent variables: the number of items per category (4, 5, 6, or 7)
presented for learning, and the number of items from
these categories presented as retrieval cues at recall.
Four categories of each size were presented in each list.
Categories of size four and five were cued with 0,- 1-, 2-,
or 3-item retrieval cues while categories of size six and
seven were cued with 0, 1, 3, or 5 cues. Each subject
received four lists, each followed immediately by a
recall period. The 16 conditions (4 category sizes x 4
levels of item cues) were represented once in each list
that each subject recalled for a total of 192 observations
per condition (48 subjects × 4 lists.)
In summary, at presentation of each list every subject
heard 16 category names followed by varying numbers
of instances from each; at recall, all subjects were given
these same category names, one by one, to control
recall order. In addition, along with 12 of the 16
category names subjects received varying numbers of
item cues, too.
Materials. Sixty-four categories were selected from
the norms of Battig and Mongague (1969), Shapiro and
Palermo (1970), and Hunt and Hodge (1971) and
randomly assigned to one of four basic lists, the only
restriction being that highly similar categories (for
example, fruits and vegetables) not be placed in the
same list. Each basic list of 16 categories served as the
basis for one of the four particular lists that each subject
received. All subjects heard all 16 categories in the
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same order in each of the four lists. However, the size
of each category varied for each of four groups of 12
subjects, so each category served at four different levels
of category size in the four particular lists in which it was
a member. Thus, 16 particular lists were derived from
the four basic lists with each subject receiving a subset
of four particular lists.
The words used in each of the categories were drawn
from ranks 4-10 in the norms. The three instances most
likely to be given as associates to the category name
were not used so as to lessen chance hits by guessing at
recall. In the rare cases when one of the items in ranks
4-10 was judged unacceptable, the next item was used.
The order of items in each category was randomly
determined, as was the order of categories in each basic
list. There was also random determination of which
items in the 4-10 ranks would be included in the
category when the category size was less than seven.
Finally, the words serving as item-retrieval cues at each
category size were also randomly selected, but within
any particular category size there was always at least
one word never presented as a retrieval cue. (For
category sizes five and seven there were always two
omitted items.) This ensured that no unintentional
confounding of number of cues with particular items
could occur. By holding constant particular to-beremembered words it is possible to examine the effect
of increasing the number of item cues on probability of
recall of the same to-be-remembered items.
Procedure. Subjects participated in groups of 2-10.
They were carefully instructed before the experiment
as to the categorized nature of the lists and the number
of categories in each list. Subjects were not instructed
as to the exact range of sizes of the categories, but were
only told that the category size would never be greater
than 10. The words were blocked by category at
presentation and the category name preceded the
presentation of the instances of each category. Subjects
were told that they were not responsible for remembering the category names, but should concentrate only on
remembering the words in each of the categories. The
items were presented via tape recorder at a 2-sec rate.
Category names were presented in cadence with
category instances but were distinguished by intonation.
After presentation of the list subjects were instructed
to turn over their recall sheets consisting of two pages
with eight columns on each page. A category name
appeared at the top of each column. A horizontal line
approximately one third of the distance below the
category name to the bottom of the page separated
each column into two areas. The area above the line
was used for presentation of the category instance cues
(if any), and the large area below the line was to be used
for recall of all items that the subject could remember
in addition to the cues. Subjects were told that the

category names were given to aid their memories for
the material and they were also told that in most cases
"some of the words from each category are also
presented to serve as hints in remembering the other
words. Study all the clues for each category carefully
and try to recall the other items in the category."
Subjects were instructed to begin with the category
on the far left-hand side of their answer sheet and,
having recalled all that they could from that category,
to go on the category on their right, and so on, for all
16 categories on the two pages of their answer sheets.
Instructions were to proceed through all 16 categories
before returning to any for a second try, and a subject's
progression through the categories was self-paced.
Output order of the categories was made identical to
input order and thus the last category a subject heard
presented was also the last that he recalled. Recall
lasted until no subject had written any response for
30 sec. A typical recall period lasted about 6 rain.
Subjects were warned against guessing with the
following instruction: " D o n ' t guess wildly while you
are trying to remember the words, as a percentage of
wrong answers will be subtracted from the number
correct in calculating your score. On the other hand,
you don't have to be absolutely sure that a word
occurred on the list in order to write it down; please
just avoid irresponsible wild guesses."

RESULTS

Effect of Item Cues on Recall
T h e p r i m a r y r e s u l t s a r e p r e s e n t e d i n T a b l e 1,
where mean probability of recall of words
w i t h i n c a t e g o r i e s is p r e s e n t e d as a f u n c t i o n o f
c a t e g o r y size a n d t h e n u m b e r o f c a t e g o r y
instance cues presented. There was a regular
decrease in the proportion of the remaining
t o - b e - r e m e m b e r e d i t e m s r e c a l l e d as a f u n c t i o n
of increases in the number of category
i n s t a n c e s p r e s e n t e d as cues. A r e p e a t e d
m e a s u r e s a n a l y s i s o f v a r i a n c e i n v o l v i n g all
f o u r c a t e g o r y sizes a n d t h e n u m b e r o f i n s t a n c e
cues w h i c h v a r i e d o r t h o g o n a l l y w i t h c a t e g o r y
size ( t h a t is, 0, 1, a n d 3) i n d i c a t e d r e l i a b l e
m a i n effects b o t h f o r n u m b e r o f cues, F(2, 94) =
16.66, p < .001, a n d c a t e g o r y size, F ( 3 , 141) =
12.06, p < .001, b u t n o i n t e r a c t i o n , F(6, 141) =
.42. T h i s c o r r o b o r a t e s t h e p r e d i c t i o n f r o m t h e
theoretical reasoning outlined earlier. The
evidence appears clearcut that presenting
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TABLE I
PROBABILITY OF RECALL WITHIN CATEGORIESAS A FUNCTION OF CATEGORY SIZE AND THE
NUMBER OF ITEM CUES PRESENTED

Number of item cues presented
Category
size

0

1

2

3

4
5
3?4,5

.71
.66
.69

.68
.66
.67

.71
.62
.66

.62
.61
.61

6
7
3?6,7

.66
.61
.63

.63
.61
.62

.59
.53
.56

)74,5,6,7

.66

.64

.59

4

5

.53
.50
.52

Note: There are 192 observations per cell.
items f r o m within h i g h e r - o r d e r units as
retrieval cues p r o d u c e s inhibition in recall
o f a d d i t i o n a l items f r o m the h i g h e r - o r d e r
unit.
O n occasions when each category served in
a p a r t i c u l a r category size one or two items
were always r a n d o m l y selected never to serve
as retrieval cues in the various cueing conditions. Thus, it was possible to calculate recall
probabilities within each category size for the
same items as a function o f the n u m b e r o f cues
presented. This was done to g u a r d against the
possibility that s o m e h o w easier items might

always be selected as retrieval cues, thus
leaving only the m o r e difficult items to be
recalled a n d thus accounting for the lower
p r o b a b i l i t y o f recall o f remaining items within
a category as the n u m b e r o f item retrieval cues
within the category increased. The results o f
this analysis are presented in Table 2. T h e
same p a t t e r n o f results f o u n d in Table 1 is also
a p p a r e n t in T a b l e 2, indicating t h a t item
selection c a n n o t a c c o u n t for the deleterious
effects o f increasing the n u m b e r o f cues on
recall p r o b a b i l i t y o f o t h e r items within a
category.

TABLE 2
PROBABILITY OF RECALL WITHIN CATEGORIESWITH THE SPECIFIC ITEMS RECALLED HELD
CONSTANT WITHIN LEVELS OF CATEGORY SIZE

Number of item cues
Category
size

0

1

2

3

4
5
)?4,5

.72
.67
.69

.66
.67
.67

.73
.64
.69

.62
.61
.61

6
7
)?6,7

.65
.62
.64

.62
.60
.61

.56
.51
.54

)?4,5,4,7

.66

.64

.56

4

.53
.50
.52
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In all part-list cueing experiments there is manner, the number of item cues varies
an inherent confounding between the number directly with category size; however, we have
of items presented as retrieval cues and the an index of the category-size effect from the
number of items remaining to be recalled. In conditions where no items were presented as
the present experiment, at any given level of cues (4-0, 5-0, 6-0, 7-0). The lines connecting
category size, increasing the number of cues unfilled triangles in each panel represent the
presented from a category reduced the number decrease in recall attributable to the effect of
of recall targets. If proportion of items category size alone. The variation in category
recalled from a given category increases with size is represented on the abscissa in each panel
decreases in the number of items to be recalled with the appropriate number of retrieval cues
from the category, in accord with the length/ in parentheses below the appropriate filled
difficulty relationship (for example, Waugh, triangle. In eight out of 10 comparisons
1967), then this factor operates against the across the four panels between recall at a
proposed relationship between number of given category size with and without item
instance cues and proportion recalled within cues, the point representing recall with item
a category. Nonetheless, presented in Figure 1 cues in addition to the category name is below
is an attempt to examine the effects of number the point representing recall cued with only
o f item cues without covariation in the number the category name. In addition, it appears that
of to-be-remembered (TBR) words remaining. there is an interaction in each panel such that
In each of the four panels of Figure 1 lines this difference becomes larger, as predicted, as
connected with filled triangles are the func- the number of items presented as cues intions indicating a decrease in recall with the creases. Figure 1 is based on the same numbers
number of cues. Letting conditions be indi- as Table 1 ; it is simply another way of demoncated as two numbers, such as 5-2, where the strating the damaging effect of cues on recall,
first number represents the category size and this time with the number of remaining recall
the second number indicates the number of targets held constant.
cues presented from the category, the two
conditions represented by the points in the Errors and Guessing Bias
In attempting recall of as many words as
far left panel of Figure 1 are 4-3 and 6-5.
Represented in the second panel (2 TBR they could from each of the categories, subjects
items) are conditions 4-2, 5-3, and 7-5, and so wrote down 7585 words from the four lists in
on for the third and fourth panels. By holding the experiment. Of these, 596 were judged
the number of recall targets constant in this incorrect (8 ~). If there were a much higher
! TBR

2 TBR

Items

Items

5 TBR

4TBR

Items

Items

.70

,\

.60

{3)
(3} N ~ ( 5 ) A
{5)

.50
I
4

I
5

I
6

e
4

B
5

|
6

l
7
Cotegory

i

I

I

I

I

I

I

4 5
Size

I

6

7

4

5

6

7

Fla. i. A comparison of recall probability in conditions varying both in category size and number of cues with
conditions varying only in category size, with the number of to-be-remembered (TBR) items held constant.
--zx Variation in only category size. A__h, Variation in only category size and number of cues.
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guessing rate in conditions in which few cues
were presented, then the finding that the
proportion recalled from a category decreased
with the number of cues presented could be an
artifact. Although the absolute number of
intrusions that occurred in each of the conditions did decrease as the number of cues
increased, this problem appears more serious
than it actually is, since the total number of
items which could be recalled in each of the
conditions (and which the proportionrecalled measure in Table 1 is based on) also
decreased with number of cues. Thus, although
there may be a greater total of guesses that
were incorrectly judged correct in the conditions with few cues, this does not necessarily
mean that the effect on proportion recalled of
these guesses will be greater for conditions with
few cues as opposed to conditions with many
cues.
Fortunately, it was possible to calculate a
correction for guessing in the present experiment. Instances from each category were
chosen from ranks 4-10 in the category norms.
The first three items were excluded to absorb
most of the chance hits by guessing. (It should
be noted that Rundus (1973) has recently
reported results similar to those in Table 1,
though excluding instances in the first six
ranks of the norms.) On occasions when a
particular category was used in conditions

where the category size was less than seven
(4, 5, or 6) the items used were randomly
selected from those occurring in ranks 4-10.
By observing the rate of intrusions of items in
ranks 4-10 when they were not presented in the
list it was possible to gain an estimate of the
number of undetected guesses (accidental hits)
in each of the 16 conditions. The computational details of this procedure are presented
in Roediger (1973). 3 By subtracting the
estimated number of chance hits from the
total number of items counted correct in each
condition and dividing this number by the
number of potential correct responses, corrected recall probabilities may be obtained. These
are presented in Table 3. The same trends
found in Table 1 are apparent in Table 3;
recall probability decreased with increases in
both number of cues and category size, and
there appears to be no interaction. A slight
diminution of the inhibition effect does seem
to occur with the correction for guessing, but
3 This is available from the author. However, a
similar correction based on the same logic but with
simpler computational details is preferable. This is to
select alternate items from a range of item ranks in the
category norms (for example 6, 8,10, 12, and 14 in each
category) and estimate the number of chance hits due
to guessing from intrusions of items in the omitted
ranks (5, 7, 9, 11, and 13). For half the subjects one of
the two sets of items would be presented as targets;
for the other subjects the other set would be used.

TABLE 3
CORRECTED PROBABILITYOF RECALL WITHIN CATEGORIES AS A FUNCTION OF CATEGOR3( SIZE AND THE
NUMBER OF ITEM CUES PRESENTED

Number of item cues
Category
size

0

1

2

3

4
5
9?4,5

.69
.65
.67

.67
.64
.65

.70
.60
.64

.61
.60
.60

6
7
9?6,7

.64
.59
.62

.61
.60
.61

.58
.52
.55

974.5,o,7

.64

.62

.56

4

5

.53
.49
.50
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there is still a systematic inhibiting effect of
instance cues apparent in Table 3. A further
check on the problem of guessing by considering separately the results of subjects with low
(six or fewer total intrusions; ) ? = 3.85) and
high (15 or more intrusions; )?=23.50)
guessing rates led to much the same conclusion. Although the tendency for presentation
of item cues to decrease proportion recalled
was weaker for "low" than "high" guessers,
the trend was apparent for both groups of
subjects.
Output interference between categories. In
order to understand the reasons for examining
output interference between categories in the
present experiment, it is necessary to consider
first the output interference effects found in
an earlier experiment, mentioned briefly in
the introduction. In this earlier experiment the
presence or absence of item cues in addition to
category names was varied between subjects,
and thus 48 subjects received only the name
o f each of the 12 categories at recall (Category
Name Only or CNO condition), while the
other 48 subjects received both category names
and item cues (CN + IC condition). The output orders for the categories in a particular
list (each subject received three lists) was
governed by a balanced Latin square for each
group of 12 subjects. In Figure 2 probability
of recall of each of the 12 successively recalled
categories is presented as a function of whether
or not the categories were recalled under CNO
or CN + IC conditions. The lines represent
the best-fitting linear functions determined by
the least-squares method. These functions
account for 50 ~ and 72 ~ of the total variance
under CNO and CN + IC conditions, respectively. As previously described, the effect of
better recall under CNO than CN + IC conditions was reliable F(1, 11)= 6.29, p < .05,
as was the effect of output order F(11, 121) =
3.76, p < . 0 0 1 . (The analysis of variance
involved repeated measures using the 12 lists
as the elements across which the measurements were taken.) Evidence for an interaction
between recall conditions and output positions

.75

•

CNO

0 CN+IC

e

.

.70

,o_22L÷,,

n~
.65

.D
o

Q.

.60

o

.55

I

I
2

I

I

I

4

Output

I
6

I

I
8

I

I
t0

I

I
12

Positions

FIG. 2. The relation betweenprobability of recall and
output position in an earlier experiment with recall
condition the parameter. The straight lines and their
equations weredeterminedby the/east-squares method.
was provided by analysis of the individual output interference functions for the 12 particular
lists in the experiment under the two recall
conditions. Slopes of the best-fitting linear
functions for nine of the 12 lists are more
negative for the C N + IC group than the
CNO group ( p = . 0 5 8 , Wilcoxon signedranks test). However, the conclusion that
there is a reliable interaction between recall
conditions and output positions is at best
tentative, since the appropriate linear trend test
for the Recall conditions x Output order interaction yielded an F(1,121) = 2.43,p = .13.
The decline of recall over successively
recalled categories, replicating the results of
Smith (1971) and others, may be described as
output interference between categories. This
description implies that the poorer recall of
later categories in the output sequence is
caused by recall of the earlier categories.
However, another logical possibility is that it
is not the recall of the earlier categories per se
that produces output interference, but rather
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the recall of items within the categories that
produces this interference. Thus recall of
higher-order units (categories) or items within
higher-order units (instances) could damage
the later recall of other higher-order units or
items within higher-order units. However, it
is assumed that the interference is due to the
poorer recall of items within categories rather
than poorer recall of the categories themselves,
since in the present experiments category
names are presented to all subjects under both
CNO and CN + IC conditions and since there
were only 18 categories of the total 1728
categories recalled by all subjects under CNO
conditions in the earlier experiment (48
subjects × 3 lists x 12 categories per list) in
which no items were recalled. If category
accessibility is essentially perfect with presentation of category names as retrieval cues, it
would be difficult to argue that presentation of
items with the category name makes category
accessibility less probable.
If the interaction between recall conditions
and output position from this earlier experiment proves reliable, it may indicate support
for the proposition that the primary factor in
output interference "between" categories is
the number of individual items that a subject
has recalled (or experienced) prior to his
attempted recall of items in a particular category. This is because the number of individual
items retrieved or experienced in this experiment (treating the presentation of item cues as
actual retrievals of those items) increased
faster in the CN + IC condition than in the
CNO condition.
Examination of output interference functions of the present experiment allows a check
on this interpretation of output interference as
due to recall of items within categories. Since
" C N O " and " C N + I C " conditions were
varied within subjects in the present experiment, examination of output interference
functions for these two conditions should
re,/eal no interaction, since at any particular
output position an equivalent number of
items had been recalled, on the average,

whether or not recall at that particular output
position was cued only with the category name
or with the category name plus item cues.
Presented in Figure 3 are the best-fitting linear
functions for recall with only category names
(labeled "CNO") and recall with category
names and cues ("CN + IC"] at each of the
16 output positions. Much of the irregularity
in the data can probably be attributed to
differences in memorability of the four particular categories represented at each point;
however, the same four categories contribute
to recall in both " C N O " and " C N + IC"
conditions at each position. The best-fitting
linear functions account for 38 ~ and 46 ~ of
the variance in the " C N O " and " C N + IC"
conditions, respectively. Since the slopes of the
two functions are identical, there is no evidence
for an interaction, consistent with the notion
that output interference is due to recall of
items within categories rather than the
categories themselves.
Other evidence that the number of individual
items recalled is responsible for output interference can be adduced from one of Smith's
(1971, Experiment IV) experiments, in which
it was found that there was increasingly
greater output interference with increases in
category size. Since category size was varied
between lists, at any particular output
position subjects recalling larger categories
had recalled more individual items than subjects recalling smaller categories, consistent
with the idea that the number of items recalled
rather than the number of categories is the
important factor determining output interference. In the present experiment category
size was also varied, but within lists, so that at
any particular output position an approximately equal number of items had been
recalled whatever the size of the particular
category currently being recalled. The bestfitting linear functions for categories of size
4, 5, 6, and 7 over the 16 output positions were
Y=-.OlOX+.76,
Y=-.OO6X+.70, Y ~
-.004X + .66, and Y = - . 0 0 5 X + .63, respectively. It does not appear from the slopes of the
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FIG. 3. The relation of probability of recall to output position with recall condition the parameter.
best-fitting lines that there is greater output
interference for larger than smaller categories
in this experiment, consistent with the idea
that the number of items previously recalled
determines output interference; if anything,
slopes for the functions of the smaller categories are slightly more negative than for the
larger categories. However, caution should be
used in interpreting this result. Not only is it
based on a failure to reject the null hypothesis,
but there were other important procedural
differences in the present experiment from that
of Smith (1971) than the variation of category
size within and between lists, most notably the
range of category sizes used.
DISCUSSION
The primary finding of this research is that
the presentation of item retrieval cues in
addition to category names inhibits recall of
additional items from the categories as corn-

pared to recall cued with only the category
names. This finding cannot be accounted for
either by the selection of easier items as
retrieval cues or by guessing strategies. In
addition, output interference between categories was also observed, and it appears that
this interfering effect was greater with presentation of both category names and item
retrieval cues than with presentation of only
category names.
Assuming that the presentation of an item
as a retrieval cue in some sense forces a subject
to retrieve the item, this inhibition can also be
conceptualized as output interference. It is
apparent from these results that it is a mistake
to assume that supplying retrieval cues provides an accurate assessment of information in
the memory store, since retrieval cues themselves may alter the availability or accessibility
of stored information in a negative manner
(see Tulving & Hastie, 1972).
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The effect of a retrieval cue on recall depends
on at least two factors. Retrieval cues benefit
recall when they provide access to more higherorder units than could have been recalled
unaided, but retrieval cues impair recall when
they force subjects to retrieve more information from a higher-order unit than needed to
gain its access. The overall effectiveness of
retrieval cues in any particular situation will
depend on the relative contribution of these
two processes.
Rundus (1973) has recently proposed a
model which accounts for the inhibiting effects
of recall and thus might be thought of as a
specific model for output interference, as well
as a more general model of memory. Along
with numerous other recent theorists (for
example, Mandler, 1967; Bower et al., 1969;
Johnson, 1970; Estes, 1972) Rundus assumes
that higher-order memory units can best be represented as hierarchies in which associations
are formed only between the higher order
"control elements" to underlying individual
elements (word nodes), and not among the
individual elements themselves. The main
assumptions of the model are that (a) on any
particular attempt to retrieve items from a
category or higher order unit only a limited
number of items can be sampled, (b) items vary
in their strength of relationship to the category
name or control element, (c) the act of recalling
an item increases its strength of relationship to
the category name and decreases the relative
strengths of other items (since strength or
probability of recall is determined by a ratio
of the strength of any particular item to the
sum of the strengths of all items), and this
(d) makes it more likely (since there is
sampling-with-replacement) that on future
attempts to retrieve items from a particular
category the items already recalled will be
retrieved again to the exclusion of additional
items. The presentation of part-list retrieval
cues, then, in the form of category instances
could function as forced retrievals of these
items, thus increasing their strengths of
relationship to the control element and

consequently decreasing the relative strengths
of other items. In this manner the retrieval
mechanism is effectively "clogged." A stopping
rule also is included in Rundus' theory so that
after a subject attempts recall of items from the
same category a certain number of times
without retrieving any new items, he attempts
to retrieve another higher-order unit. However, a similar mechanism is postulated for
recall of control elements (or for elements at
any given level of the hierarchy) so that recall
of a control element strengthens that element
and makes it more likely to be recalled, et
cetera. When a subject is eventually unable to
recall any additional higher order control
elements he stops attempting recall.
Rundus' (1973) model effectively accounts
for the inhibition produced by presentation of
part-list retrieval cues in the form of categorical
instances, but it appears to have more difficulty in accounting for output interference
between categories under conditions of cued
recall. The reason is t h a t the inhibitory
mechanism in his model implies that output
interference between categories should be due
to the inaccessibility of categories recalled
later in the output sequence due to recall (and
consequent strengthening) of earlier categories. However, as already discussed, it
appears more likely that the interfering effect
observed across output positions is due to the
recall of individual items within categories
decreasing accessibility of items in categories
recalled later. This conclusion was drawn
primarily because output interference occurs
even when category accessibility is made
essentially perfect by presentation of category
names as retrieval cues.
In order to account for the output interference effect in categorized recall it may be
necessary to distinguish between core and
extracore organizational processes (Smith,
1971). For present purposes core organizational processes can be thought of as involving
the integration of items into coherent higherorder units, while extracore processes are concerned with the much looser linkage of items
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facts of inhibition from the presentation of
item retrieval cues and output interference in
the recall of categorized material. Certainly it
does not suffer in comparison to other theories
of these phenomena. Smith (1971) along with
numerous others (especially Bahrick, 1970;
Fox, 1971; Slamecka, 1972) assumes a
generate-edit view of the effectiveness of
Stork Robin Thrush ConoryParrot Egret Wren
retrieval cues in which the presentation of a
FIG. 4. Schematic representation of a plausible
retrieval cue to a subject allows the subject to
storage format in remembering the category "Birds."
free associate to that retrieval cue (the generation phase) and then decide whether or not the
with a higher-order control element. One pos- items generated by this process actually
sible representation of this state of affairs is occurred in the to-be-remembered set (the
depicted in the three level hierarchy of Figure edit phase). Thus retrieval cues are thought to
4. The items ROBIN, THRUSH, CANARY, be effective by helping turn a recall task, in
and PARROT represent the core organizat- which there are both retrieval and recognition
ional process of the higher-order unit "Birds," (editing) problems into a recognition task,
while the items STORK, EGRET, and WREN where it is assumed that there are no retrieval
are presumably less strongly linked to the problems. Output interference between catecontrol element. These extracore elements may gories is postulated by Smith (1971) to be the
be conceived as remembered through special result of a failure in the editing process at later
spatial and temporal features of list member- output positions, although the reasons for this
ship, such as those features contributing to hypothesized failure are unspecified. Tulving
primary organization (Tulving,
1968). and Thomson (1973) have presented evidence
Alternatively, extracore information may contradictory to at least some generate/edit
include higher order units composed of single models by showing that there does seem to be
a retrieval problem in recognition memory
elements.
Given these assumptions, it is proposed that and, more importantly, that under certain conoutput interference between categories is due ditions subjects can recall items that occurred
to decreasing accessibility of extracore infor- recently on a to-be-remembered list without
mation. During recall of control elements and being able to recognize replicas of these items
items early in the output sequence, these when they generate them from semantic
elements are strengthened and consequently memory.
Smith (1971) argued that output interference
complete with recall of extracore information
later in the output sequence. Accessibility of in categorized recall could not be due to the
the core organization within a higher-order decreasing accessibility of extracore informaunit is assumed to be produced by presenta- tion, as suggested here, since he found some
tion of the category name. However this is evidence for output interference in the recognot sufficient to allow access to extracore nition of categorized material and since he
information which is more weakly related to made "the assumption that retrieval of items,
the higher-order unit, except early in the while necessary for recall, is not crucial to
output sequence when there is little inter- performance in a recognition task" (Smith,
1971, page 404). As just mentioned, there is
ference from the recall of other material.
This theoretical formulation is admittedly evidence which appears to contradict this
rather loose and speculative. However, it assumption (see also Light & Carter-Sobell,
appears to account fairly well for the basic 1970).
"Birds"
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The present results also seem clearly in- BOWER, G. H., CLARK, M. C., LESGOLD,A. M., &
WINZENZ, D. Hierarchical retrieval schemes in
compatible with theories postulating direct
recall of categorized word lists. Journal of Verbal
interitem associations (Deese, 1959; Anderson,
Learning and Verbal Behavior, 1969, 8, 3231972) since these theories make the strong
343.
prediction that increasing the n u m b e r o f item • COFER, C. N. On some factors in the organizational
cues presented should increase the probability
characteristics of free recall. American Psychologist, 1965, 20, 261-272.
o f recall o f other items. It is, o f course, possible
to account for the finding that item cues COHEN,B. H. Recall of categorized word lists. Journal
of Experimental Psychology, 1963, 66, 227-234.
inhibit recall by assuming complementary CROWDER,R. G. Evidence for the chaining hypothesis
facilitating and inhibiting effects o f interitem
of serial verbal learning. Journal of Experimental
associations in which, under circumstances of
Psychology, 1968, 76, 497-500.
the present experiment, the inhibitory com- DEESE, J. Influence of inter-item associative strength
upon immediate free recall. Psychological Reports,
ponent is stronger than the facilitory com1959, 5, 305-312.
ponent. A l t h o u g h unparsimonious, this viewDONe, T. Cued partial recall of categorized words.
point m a y have some advantages. It m a y well
Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1972, 93,
be the case that with some types of encoding
123-129.
evidence for interitem associations from ESTES, W. K. An associative basis for coding and
organization in memory. In A. W. Melton, &
cueing can be found. In particular, it is the
E. Martin (Eds.), Coding processes in human
case that when subjects are instructed to
memory. Washington, D.C.: V. H. Winston &
remember the serial order of items, evidence
Sons, 1972. Pp. 161-190.
for serial chaining or for interitem associations Fox, P. W. Aided retrieval of previously unrecalled
information. Journal of Experimental Psychology,
can be found (Crowder, 1968). Nonetheless,
1971, 88, 349-353.
i t is quite interesting that, in the present
HUDSON,
R. L., & AUSTIN,J. B. Effect of context and
experiments, as well as those of Slamecka
category name on the recall of categorized word
(1968, 1972) and R u n d u s (1973), there is no
lists. Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1970,
evidence for direct interitem associations even
86, 43-47.
t h o u g h categorized materials (with presumably HUNT,K. P., & HODGE,M. H. Category-item frequency
and category name meaningfulness (m'): Taxonogreat preexperimental interitem associative
mic norms for 84 categories. Psychonomic
strength) and blocked presentation were used.
Monograph Supplements, 1971, 4, 97-121.
These experiments imply that the continuing JOHNSON,N. F. The role of chunking and organization
debate between those arguing that category
in the process of recall. In G. H. Bower (Ed.),
clustering is due to interitem associative
The psychology of learning and motivation.
Volume 4. New York: Academic Press, 1970.
factors and those arguing that it is due to
mediation t h r o u g h superordinate category KINTSCH,W., t%KALK,J. M. Cueing with list items in
multitrial free recall. Studies in mathematical
names (see Cofer, 1965, for a review) should
learning theory and psycholinguistics. University
be resolved in favor o f the latter.
of Colorado Computer Laboratory for Instruction
in Psychological Research; April 1972, CLIPR
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